ABSTRACT This paper extends the existing absolute grey relational analysis (Absolute GRA) model, also called the absolute degree grey incidence analysis (ADGIA) model. By working on the limitations of the existing Absolute GRA model, the proposed model, named Bidirectional Absolute GRA (BAGRA) model, is better equipped to handle uncertain systems being represented by uncertain data. It is suitable for simultaneous handling of both linear and nonlinear arrays of data with both consistent and inconsistent directions of motion. The model introduces a bidirectional grey relational degree that is a composite measure of both direction and strength of the relationship. The study also introduced two scales to test the appropriateness of collected data to measure the confidence level on the information extracted from that data. In the end, after the pilot testing, the model is being applied on an R&D project management case from a real world.
I. INTRODUCTION
Projects and uncertainties have very close relationship. Project management literature is full of debates and discussions on uncertainty and risk. Even the presence of Project Risk Management in the ten knowledge areas of project management as identified by the PMBOK R is enough to justify their mutual relationship. One of the ''four major activities of the project office'' includes ''scheduling with risk and uncertainty'' [1, p. 132] . Tonchia [2, p. 15] stresses that ''projects are changing, becoming more and more. . . extreme/agile. . . . because of the stress caused by high uncertainty and frequent changes''. In PBMOK [3] one finds a very interesting passage linking complexity, projects, uncertainty and systems:
''Complexity within projects is a result of the organization's system behavior, human behavior, and the uncertainty at work in the organization or its environment. . . . Three dimensions of complexity are. . . :
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• System behavior. The interdependencies of components and systems.
• Human behavior. The interplay between diverse individuals and groups.
• Ambiguity. Uncertainty of emerging issues and lack of understanding or confusion'' (pp.68).
This passage is very easy to grasp for the Systems Thinkers and project managers alike. Not only it acknowledges the interdependencies of systems and components (or, subsystems), interactions between diverse individuals and groups (groups are also sub-systems) but also the uncertainty at workplace or in the workplace environment (both of which are also systems/sub-systems). One can find similar echo in the work of Javed and Liu [4] ; ''Literature suggests that complexity, risk, uncertainty and unpredictability are key attributes associated with a project, project environment and project management process.'' Tonchia [2, p. 189 ] identified four sources of uncertainty, which determine the so-called risk areas in project management; a) Identification of the customer's needs, b) Knowledge and management of technology, c) Behavior of the competitors, and d) Type and availability of the resources.
Grey System Theory is a multifaceted intelligent field came into existence in 1980s. In 1982, it was proposed by a Chinese scientist, Dr. Julong Deng, to deal with uncertain systems. Since then it has been successfully applied in various fields including systems engineering and project management. Project management and grey system theory has certain apparent similarities. Both fields came into being with ''technicist foundation'' [5] and are looking for legitimacy as academic disciplines. According to Hodgson [5] ''Project Management promises a system which can deliver 'one-off' undertakings 'on time, to budget, within scope', through the planning and control of variables including resources, cost, productivity, schedule, risk, and quality''. Javed and Liu [4] in their study viewed ''project as a grey system,'' which makes sense especially when one knows, a grey system is an uncertain system and any project itself is an uncertain system, otherwise it's not a project (but an activity) if there isn't any uncertainty involved [2, p. 189] . Kerzner [1, p. 216] writes that ''unfortunately, a problem implies that there exists doubt or uncertainty or else a problem would not exist. This uncertainty can happen on all projects and therefore makes it difficult to classify all alternatives as only good or bad.'' Also, in the Grey Systems Thinking paradigm, one of the key thinking patterns involves a balance between apparently right/good and wrong/bad alternatives without becoming victim to either of the two extremes [21] .
In light of this discussion and considering the relevance between projects, uncertainties, insufficient data, and grey systems, the deployment of Grey System Theory (GST) to solve project management (PM) problems is hard to question. Literature involving application of GST in PM environment/problems also supports this strategy. For example, Song and Shepperd [6] used GRA-based method for predicting software project effort. Xie et al. [7] used Grey Clustering Decision Making model for the selection of international cooperation key technology projects in China. Tuzkaya and Yolver [8] used Integrated Grey ANP and GRA for R&D project selection. Javed and Liu [4] used GRA model and AHP for the evaluation of project management knowledge areas. Awasthi et al. [9] used fuzzy GRA for sustainability evaluation of urban mobility projects. Javed and Liu [10] used the Second Synthetic GRA model to evaluate the outpatient satisfaction and service quality of Pakistani healthcare projects. Javed et al. [11] used GRA models to study the effect of the relationship between trust in top management and trust in project managers on the performance of Pakistani project-based organizations. Delgado and Romero [12] used a Grey System Theory based method to access the social impact from hydrocarbon exploration energy project(s) in Spain.
As compared to statistics, the Grey System Theory (GST) is a relatively new field of knowledge with its own ways to gauge associations between the system factors/variables represented by the data sequences. For example in statistics, at preliminary level, the graphical representation of data, or the visual inspection of the data, can reveal the direction of relationship [13] , [14] . Otherwise, correlation coefficients, like Pearson's r, can be used as a measure of the strength and direction of the linear relationship between two variables [15, pp. 172-174] , [16, p. 39] , [17, pp. 483-484] . However, for nonlinear associations this metric is not a useful measure [16, p. 39] . To solve this issue the statisticians proposed Spearman's rho or Kendall's tau but they work with ranks rather than values [16, p. 41] . On the other hand, Grey System Theory (GST) has different approach to handle associations between variables/factors. In GST, Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) models, also called Grey Incidence Analysis (GIA) models, are used to measure the strengths of grey relations (uncertain proximities) between different variables represented by the data sequences. However, a method to measure the direction of relations remained unknown in the grey systems literature. The first GRA model (also called, Deng's Grey Incidence Analysis model) was proposed by Professor Julong Deng in 1980s followed by the proposition of Absolute GRA model by Liu et al. [18] , [19] . Each GRA model has its own strengths and limitations. One of the limitations associated with Absolute GRA (AGRA) model is that it never shows zero relationship between different data sequences. Further it was observed that the model works only for the sequences with same direction (direct relationships) and thus always yields a positive value/degree depicting the strength of correlation between the sequences. Thus, if two sequences are known to be inversely related first of all their direction is supposed to be aligned using the reversing or reciprocating operators [20, pp. 71-72 ] and then AGRA model can be applied to measure the association (integral proximity) between the sequences. Also, the model's usefulness for mixed sequences containing exponential data is also debatable e.g., the Absolute Grey Relational Degree between exponential and non-exponential sequences can be greater than the absolute degree between two exponential sequences. But what if a researcher doesn't knows the sequences under study have same or inverse directions? What if it's difficult to comprehend that data is exponential or non-exponential? The existing AGRA model is silent on these questions.
The current study attempts to fill this gap by introducing an extension to the original Absolute GRA (AGRA) model. This extension is named as Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Analysis (BAGRA) model, as developed by Javed [21] . In the current paper, Bidirectional absolute grey relational analysis of a research and development (R&D) project management system, involving project management success factors in collaborative R&D and R&D project performance, has been executed. BAGRA model can not only predict the strength of association (degree of integral proximity) between different data sequences but can also identify grey incidence/relational direction (direct or inverse association) between the data sequences. In short, the objective of the study was the development of a novel, intelligent and easy-to-use model that can predict both positive and negative relationships between data sequences that may or may not be linear, using the absolute degree. Therefore, the study is important both theoretically and practically for academicians and practitioners from different industries and fields of knowledge.
II. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF IMPORTANT VARIABLES
In the following sections the important variables/topics associated with the framework are discussed briefly to better comprehend the problem and associated constructs.
A. COLLABORATIVE R&D PROJECT PERFORMANCE
Collaboration in R&D started showing up in literature in 1990s and the trend is increasing since then, as can be seen from the fig 1, taken from Barbosa [22, p. 32] . Performance is very common keyword in the studies related to R&D Collaboration even though in light of the literature it is hard to consensually establish any relationship between performance and collaboration with external partners [22, pp. 38-39] . 
1) PROJECT MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE (PM g )
There is not much literature available on R&D projects that related Project Management and Performance [22, p. 46] . According to Barbosa, only the study done by Du et al. [23] established the relationship between them. Collaborative projects face many challenges that a general Project Management approach doesn't support [22, p. 47] . The performance of project in terms of cost (budget), schedule (time) and technical quality are the key attributes of successful project management and thus were the three constructs of the project management performance (PM g ) in the study [22] . The overall performance was considered as ''R&D Output'', discussed in the following section. However, it should be noted that time, cost and quality (or scope) are three primary constraints in almost all projects. Some scholars consider time, cost and quality as triple constraints around scope and some consider time, cost and scope as triple constrains around quality. Overall, there are at least 6 to 7 constraints reported in project management literature [24] , [25] . Building upon the previous literature, the current study considers time, cost and quality as three primary constraints within the scope of time, scope of cost and scope of quality, as shown in the fig 2.
2) R&D OUTPUT R&D Input, R&D Process, R&D Output and R&D Outcomes are four dimensions of R&D Production System [22, p. 67] . Input includes resources and efforts by R&D teams and personnel, and Process involves planning and management of internal and external relations [22] . However, R&D Output implies innovations from R&D and other outputs like participation in scientific workshops and meetings, patents & publications, achievement of quality parameters etc. [22] . R&D Outcomes are different from R&D Outputs as it is a kind of by-product of R&D Output that results from the R&D Outputs. For example, client perception, satisfaction, income, market share, etc. [22] . In the framework of the current study, R&D Output implied the overall performance of an R&D Project, while budget, schedule and technical quality related performances were considered under ''Project Management Performance''.
B. PROJECT MANAGEMENT SUCCESS FACTORS
Building upon the works of Barnes et al. [26] , [27] 
III. ABSOLUTE GREY RELATIONAL ANALYSIS MODEL
Grey system theory (GST) is a multifaceted intelligent field that came in to existence with the publication of a paper by a Chinese scientist, Dr. Julong Deng, in 1982 [20, p. 2] and primarily deals with uncertain systems containing incomplete information, as shown in the figure 3, adapted from Liu and Lin [28, p. 14] .
One of the important benefits of GST is that it can operate well with even small sample size [4] , [29] , [30] thus making grey data analysis methods superior to statistical data analysis methods especially when the sample size is not sufficiently large. GST classifies all tangible and intangible systems in the world into three categories; white, black and grey. White system is the system with known information, black system is the system with unknown information and grey system is the system with incomplete, or partially known and partially unknown, information [31, p. 5] . Extracting maximum information (Grey Information) from this incomplete or insufficient information (Grey Data) through grey data processing is known as Grey Data Analysis [21] . Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) is one of the important methods for grey data analysis of uncertain systems. In literature, GRA is also known as Grey Incidence Analysis (GIA) primarily because of Professor Sifeng Liu's works. However, the scholars from engineering disciplines are more familiar with the term ''GRA'' than with ''GIA''. GRA models constitute one of the main constructs of the new Grey System Theory Framework [20, p. 27] , [32] . The basic concept behind a GRA model is to measure the extent (degree) of relationship (proximity) between different variables/factors represented by the data sequences according to the geometric shapes of the curves of the sequences [20] . The more similar the geometric curves, the higher the value of the degree and the closer the incidence (or relationship) between the sequences [20, Ch. 5] . GRA models require less data, which can be as less as 3 values in a data array/sequence, and does not requires important statistical considerations like the distribution of the data [33] .
As mentioned earlier, the first GRA model was proposed by Deng [34] that is also known as Deng's GIA model, today. This was followed by the development of Absolute Degree of Grey Incidence Analysis (Absolute GRA) model by Liu et al. [18] , [19] . The steps involved in calculating the Absolute Grey Relational Degree (ε) for two equal-time interval data arrays/sequences X 0 and X 1 representing two variables are shown below.
Step-I: Calculate the zero-starting point images (X 0 0 and X 0 1 ) of the sequences X 0 and X 1 .
Step-II: Calculate |s 0 |, |s 1 |, and |s 1 -s 0 | (see, the Definition 10)
Step-III: Calculate Absolute Grey Relational Degree (ε 01 ) between the sequence X 0 and X 1 using the following formula
One of the properties of the model is that it always yields some value thus absolute degree never implies zero relationship between any two data sequences i.e., ''ε ij never equals zero'' (ε = 0). Also, to apply this method the length of data sequences should be same. For the detailed information about the model and its properties the fifth chapter of Liu et al.'s influential book [20] can be consulted. [21] ): Grey Data Sequence is a sequence/set/array of data available for analysis through Grey System Theory based methods. It is generally represented as
IV. DEFINITIONS AND AXIOMS

A. DEFINITIONS
Definition 1 (Grey Data Sequence
where ''i'' implies the number of sequences (i.e., i = 1, 2, . . . , k) and ''n'' implies the total number of data values/integers in the i th sequence. Here ''k'' implies the index of the last sequence. (2), . . . , x i (n)) implies a grey data sequence representing a factor/variable then the mirror of the grey data sequence X i , or the mirror sequence of X i , is given by
Definition 2 (Mirror of Grey Data Sequence [21]):
HereX i represents the mirror sequence of X i .
Definition 3 (Bidirectional Absolute GRA Model [21] ): Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Analysis (BAGRA) model, is an extension of Absolute GRA (or, Absolute Degree Grey Incidence Analysis) model, and is a method of obtaining the Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degree (ε ± ).
The model may also be referred to as the Javed's Bidirectional Absolute Grey Incidence Analysis model. Definition 4 (Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degree [21] ): Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degree (or, Javed's Bidirectional Absolute Degree of Grey Incidence) is a measure of grey relation (or, grey incidence) that defines both direction and strength of a relationship between the variables represented by the grey data sequences. It is a measure of interdependence between two data sequences that reveals the integral proximity (closeness) between the sequences. For two sequences X i and X j , it is represented as
Here ''−'' (negative sign) represents inverse relationship and ''+'' (positive sign) represents direct relationship between the data sequences while the measure with which the sign is attached represents the strength of this relationship. The index with small inverted cap represents the one due to the mirror sequence. The value of ε ± always lies between −1 to +1 but it never equals zero. Further, the results should be interpreted in light of the Javed's Grey Incidence scale and the Javed's Confidence Level scale.
Definition 5 (Grey Incidence Direction [21] ): Direction of grey incidence implies direct (positive) or inverse (negative) association (proximity) between the grey data sequences. Grey incidence direction is represented by +/− sign in the Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degree (ε ± ).
Definition 6 (Javed's Grey Incidence Scale [21] ): The Javed's Grey Incidence (JGI) scale is a distribution of the range of Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degrees (ε ± ) into five levels depending on the strength of association (integral proximity) between the sequences. The scale tells the extent of the strength of the grey incidence relationship between the sequences. The JGI scale is shown in table 1. Definition 7 (Javed's Confidence Level Scale [21] ): The Javed's Confidence Level (JCL) scale is the scale that guides a researcher in manifesting the extent of trust in the results produced from the BAGRA model. If is the difference, called the ε-Difference, between ε ij and ε iǰ then the JCL scale will be defined as shown in table 2. When the confidence level (JCL) is low then the model should be applied on new data sequences. The JCL scale tells the extent of confidence (or uncertainty) in the reliability of the data sequences representing the grey system (or framework of the study).
Where,
Here it is worth noting that if the Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degree (ε ± ) is (let's say) weak (level 1 of the JGI scale) and confidence level is low then the model need to be applied on new data set. This signifies the lack of trust in the ''weak relationship''. However, if grey correlational measure is weak but confidence level is not low then the model is identifying weak relationship but with medium or high level of confidence. This signifies the amount of confidence in the grey correlation/incidence relationship (which is weak, in this case). Confidence in the results increases with the increase in | |.
In short, ε gives strength of association, ε ± gives strength of association (along with positive or negative direction), gives direction (positive, negative or uncertain), and | | gives the level of uncertainty in the direction of association.
Definition 8 (The Minimizing Operator [35] ): For a grey data sequence X i = (x i (1), x i (2), . . . , x i (n)), D is said to be the minimizing operator if
where,
for all values of k = 1, 2,. . . ,n.
Definition 9 (Zero-Starting Point Image [20, p. 77] ): Let X i = (x i (1), x i (2), . . . , x i (n)) be the data sequence of a system's behavior and D the sequence operator which satisfies
Then D is referred to as a zero-starting point operator and X i D is the zerostarting point image of X i . X i D is often written as
Definition 10 (|s j |, |s i |, and |s i -s j | [20, p. 79]):
Assume that X i and X j are 1-time-interval sequences of the same length, and the following are the zero-starting point images of X i and X j :
B. AXIOMS [21] : Among all grey data sequences representing a grey system there exists a necessary association (the direction of this association is either positive, negative or uncertain). The degree (strength) of this association varies from weak to extremely strong. The degree and direction of association varies from one set of sequences to another and from one grey system to another. Mathematically, this axiom can be expressed as,
AXIOM-I: Necessary Relationships
ε = 0 → ε ± = 0
AXIOM-II: Bidirectional Relationships [21]:
All correlations, as reported by the BAGRA model, must lie between −1 and +1, thus are bidirectional. Mathematically, this axiom can be expressed as,
V. ALGORITHM OF THE MODEL
The following steps define the algorithm associated with the BAGRA model.
Step-I: Define all data sequences (see, Definition 1) e.g.,
. . .
Step-II: Normalize the data sequences using the minimizing operator (see, Definition 8) e.g.,
Step-III: Generate the Mirror Sequences of the sequences obtained in the Step-II (see, Definition 2) e.g.,
Here X i D represents mirror sequence of X i D.
Step-IV: Calculate the Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degrees, ε ± (see, Definition 4).
Step-V: Interpret the results in light of the Javed's Grey Incidence (JGI) scale and the Javed's Confidence Level (JCL) scale.
The complete algorithm has been shown in the figure 4. 
VI. THE PROPERTIES
All properties of the original Absolute GRA model [20, p. 81] are equally applicable on the Bidirectional Absolute GRA (BAGRA) model. Nevertheless, the key properties associated with the BAGRA model are listed below:
e) The position/order of sequences doesn't matter i.e., ε ij = ε ji . The same is true for mirror sequences as well i.e., ε iǰ = εˇj i . f) Direction and Strength are two exclusive phenomenon i.e., a strong relationship can have a uncertain/unknown direction and a weak relationship can have a certain direction.
VII. PILOT TESTING
To test the BAGRA model, seven data sequences were created. Considering these sequences representing an uncertain system, the sequences were combination of both linear and nonlinear sequences with inconsistent directions. Then the model was applied on these sequences in the following steps.
Step -1: The sequences for the original/given data are shown below Step -2 and 3: The normalized sequences and their mirror sequences are shown in the table 3.
Step -4: Calculate Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degrees. For the sake of convenience, this can be presented Using the two ''greater than'' and ''less than'' conditions (see, Definition 4), the table 4 can be compressed to table 5, which is another matrix, the Javed's Incidence Matrix that shows the overall relationships between all the sequences under study.
The table 5 shows that X 7 is likely to be positively related to X 6 and inversely related to X 5 and so on. Also, it reveals the varying amount of strength of relationship between different sequences e.g., X 1 is most strongly related to X 2 and least strongly to X 6 . In short, the model passed the pilot testing.
However, what is the assurance that the degrees thus obtained are correct and reliable? If these degrees are correct then the original Absolute GRA model must reveal the exactly same degrees for all directly-related sequences (sequences for which relationship is same/direct) and different degrees for all inversely-related sequences (sequences for which the relationship is inverse) thus confirming the correctness of BAGRA model (Hypothesis-1) . Now, comes the second question, how to verify the signs thus obtained against each degree are correct and reliable? Since, currently the Grey System Theory lacks any other model (other than the model proposed in the current study) to predict the direction of sequences hence one need to look in to other fields to confirm the directions. Fortunately, in statistics the Pearson's correlation coefficient, whose value ranges between −1 to +1, not merely produces the statistical correlational measure but also the direction between the correlated variables. Hence, if the directions produced by the statistical method are comparable with that of BAGRA model one can assume that the directions produced by the BAGRA model are reasonable (Hypothesis-2). In short, the confirmation of these two hypotheses would confirm the feasibility of the BAGRA model. The testing of the two hypotheses has been done in the following section.
A. COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
In the current section, an effort to verify the aforementioned two hypotheses has been made. To test the first hypothesis BAGRA model has been compared with the original Absolute GRA model and to test the second hypothesis the BAGRA model has been compared with the Pearson's correlational coefficient.
1) COMPARISON WITH ABSOLUTE GRA MODEL
Since different sequences can have different forms and different ranges thus the current study suggests, the Absolute GRA (AGRA) model is sensitive to normalization of data and thus the normalization should be the initial step before one executes grey relational analysis. After normalizing the original data, when the original AGRA model [20] was executed, the results thus obtained are shown in the table 6.
In the table 6, only those values are correctly manifesting the relationships where the direction of the sequences was same. When the direction of the sequences were not same, the values are not correct, when compared with the table 5. Therefore, the Hypothesis-1 is acceptable.
2) COMPARISON WITH PEARSON'S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
In statistics, Pearson's correlational coefficient (r) is perhaps the most widely known technique currently being used by the VOLUME 7, 2019 If one compares the statistical correlations with the Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Degrees one can see that directions of relationships are comparable and thus correctly predicted by both methods. Thus the Hypothesus-2 is also accepted.
Here it should be noted that the directions between different methods can be compared however the measure of correlation obtained through different methods are not necessarily same owing to different paradigm and algorithm behind each measure.
The acceptance of both of the hypotheses confirms the correctness of the strength and direction yielded by the BAGRA model.
VIII. APPLICATION ON A PROJECT MANAGEMENT CASE
The purpose of the current section is to demonstrate the feasibility of Bidirectional Absolute GRA model to handle the real life problems. In the following section the methodology, framework and the results obtained from the execution of the BAGRA model on a project management scenario has been presented. 
A. METHODOLOGY AND FRAMEWORK
In this section the proposed model has been tested in project management environment to demonstrate its feasibility to handle real world problems. Primary data, collected by Barbosa [22] and available at Barbosa et al. [36] , was used. Considering the scope of the current study, only the selected data from [36] was adapted while reducing the scope of the framework of Barbosa [22] . The framework, adopted in the current study is shown in the figure 5. Also, Barbosa [22] herself noted that her sample size was not sufficient enough for conclusive statistical analysis (thus an opportunity to analyze data using Grey System Theory, which is better equipped to handle small and incomplete data sets, automatically aroused). It contained 53 data sets (after deleting incomplete data sets) and to one sub-variable (RDO3) only 37 people had responded. There were two entries empty in the data of independent variables but those two entries could easily be filled by the averages of the responses by other respondents against the same question. However, filling the data for RDO3 (evaluate the overall project success in terms of R&D output generated) was a challenging task. One option was taking average and the other option was deleting them. Since the Grey System Theory's models can work on both small and ''smaller'' sample sizes, the author of the current study decided to choose ''smaller'' sample size i.e., the respondents who didn't respond to RDO3 question were removed from the data sheet thus one was left with 37 fully filled questionnaire. Consequently, our final sample size became thirty-seven, with all sequences of equal length and appropriate for grey relational analysis. The companies of these 37 Research & Development (R&D) project management professionals were based in Brazil, Germany, USA, the Netherlands, Sweden, Uruguay, Ireland, Norway and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, while some respondents didn't reveal the location of their company. For each item in the independent variables, the scale was from 0 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). In the Dependent Variables, in RDO1 and RDO2, the minimum response was 0 (No patent or scientific publication) and maximum was ''more than 5'' (in RDO1) and ''more than 8'' (in RDO2) (which were translated as 6 and 9 for data analysis purpose). In RDO3, the range was from 0 to 5 (level of overall success). PM g 1 had 5 options to select from (i.e., The actual cost was below budget by more than 10%, The actual cost was below budget by 5% to 10%, The actual cost was below budget by less than 5%, The actual cost was the same as budget, The 
B. RESULTS
Project Management Success Factors in Collaborative R&D (PMSFs) and R&D Project Performance (RDPP) are allegedly positively related however their strength of association can vary. To confirm the direction of association with confidence and the strength of correlation between them, the Bidirectional Absolute Grey Relational Analysis (BAGRA) model was deployed, using the algorithm proposed in the current study, on the original data. The execution of the proposed method on the problem under study has been shown in the tables 8 and 9.
The results indicate that in all cases one can know with certainty the strength of association however in all cases, except the four cases (which include two ''The Draw'' cases), one can say with medium to high level certainty the direction of association.
C. COMPARISON WITH ADGIA MODEL
When the Absolute GRA (AGRA) model was executed on the original data, the results obtained for same-directional (and the ''draw'') data sequences were consistent with that of BAGRA model however the results for the inversely related sequences were not consistent, as shown in the table 10. Thus, the robustness of BAGRA model over Absolute GRA model is evident.
D. DISCUSSION
The results obtained through BAGRA model indicate that both dimension of the dependent variable, R&D Project Performance (RDPP), are negatively associated with the Clearly Planned Issues (CPI) and Effective Communication (EC) and positively associated with Mutually Agreed Project Plan (MAPP) and Process Monitoring (PM n ). In other words, RDPP is likely to decrease when CPI and EC increase, or vice versa, while RDPP is likely to increase when MAPP and PM n are decreasing. Since grey correlation does not imply causation hence it is difficult to predict the behavior of R&D Project Performance any further merely from correlational measures and the further analysis was also not within the scope of the current study, whose primary objective was to propose an extension of the existing Absolute Grey Relational Analysis (AGRA) model and then presenting its feasibility through its application on a real world case.
The results indicated that when the directions of the sequences were same both AGRA and BAGRA were revealing exactly same results, however the superiority of BAGRA model over AGRA model is recognized when the system involves both uni-directional and bidirectional data sequences thus making the system more uncertain and complex. Therefore, the BAGRA model turns out to be a successful extension of AGRA model for highly uncertain systems.
IX. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In literature, risk and uncertainty go hand in hand. Marco [37, p. xiv] writes, ''very few projects are completed on time, in line with the expected budget and within the desired level of quality because of the risky and uncertain environment that human, financial and material resources have to face all along the project development stages''. Gurjar [38, [40] 's entire works revolves around ''why uncertainty management can be a much better approach than risk management'' in a project context. They argued ''common practice risk management is seriously limited in comparison, and a change of approach is warranted'' (ibid: pp.xv). In light of the review of the literature, the current study suggests, ''Project Risk Management'' (PRM), which is one of the key areas of the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), is bit limited in scope. It needs to be extended to ''Project Risk and Uncertainty Management'' (PRUM). Further, to deal with project uncertainty, the deployment of novel and intelligent approaches like Grey System Theory and Fuzzy theory, which are less familiar to traditional project managers around the world, is suggested.
The most important contribution of the current study was the introduction of an extension to Absolute Degree Grey Incidence Analysis (ADGIA) model, also called Absolute Grey Relational Analysis (AGRA) model. The proposed model (BAGRA) allows the evaluation of data sequences, whether linear or nonlinear, representing any uncertain system. The model has been tested on both linear and non-linear sequences successfully. Later, its successful execution on a project management case has further validated its feasibility for real world problems. When compared with the wellknown AGRA model, for all same directional sequences both AGRA model and BAGRA model produced exactly comparable results, however for the sequences with opposite direction AGRA model produced unsatisfactory results while BAGRA model produced satisfactory results. Considering, ''a mere reduction, not necessarily elimination, of uncertainty will suffice for a measurement'' [41, p. 41] a universal truth for all kinds of novel measurements, evaluations and assessments it can be said with confidence that the proposed model with all its limitations is a step forward. The proposed model has not only further enriched the Grey System Theory but is likely to assist the future scholars interested in using GRA/GIA methods for the system evaluation not only in project management environment but in other environments as well.
Further, the study proposed two scales associated with the model i.e., the JGI scale and the JCL scale. These scales can help in accessing the reliability of collected data for grey relational analysis and the confidence in the information extracted from that data. Also, the model acknowledges the practicability of the existing AGRA model by extending it to bidirectional cases. Also, the current study suggests that the original AGRA model is sensitive to normalization of data. The 3-steps AGRA model as reported in [20] should be improved with the addition of another step in the start i.e., the step involving normalization of data. This 4-steps AGRA model can correctly predict the association between the sequences with same direction. However, when the direction of sequences is not certain then the improved AGRA model, as proposed in the current study, should be used. These are the valuable additions in the grey system theory's body of knowledge. The strengths of the BAGRA model have been summarized in the following points. (vi) The model establishes the applicability of absolute degrees of grey relations to handle uncertain relationships representing the uncertain systems. Here it is worth mentioning that in the second step of the BAGRA algorithm, application of the minimizing operator resolves an important problem of dealing with exponential sequences without influencing the direction of relationship however the application of this operator (on both exponential and non-exponential sequences) also strengthens the amount of association between the data sequences. Also, in no case the model gives zero grey correlation (ε ± = 0) as it is one of the properties of AGRA model as well. Moreover, is it possible to have a strong correlation with low confidence? The future studies have to answer. The further refinement of the two scales and related concepts is also possible in light of new revelations in the future. Future researchers can apply the proposed model in different fields of knowledge to better comprehend the relationships between different data sequences representing the uncertain systems. Since the grey system theory has its application in almost every field of knowledge that includes, but not limited to, management sciences, physical sciences, economics, medical/health sciences, computer sciences, sociology, psychology, engineering, Scientometrics, artificial intelligence/machine learning and others, thus the new model is likely to influence the future works of academicians and practitioners from different industries and disciplines.
